Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a partial order on neighborhood equivalence classes of maximally spread essential multibranched surfaces embedded in a 3-manifold. We show that if a maximally spread essential multibranched surface is atoroidal and acylindrical, then its equivalence class is minimal with respect to the partial order.
1. Introduction 1.1. Definition of multibranched surfaces. Let R 2 be the closed upper halfplane tpx 1 , x 2 q P R 2 | x 2 ě 0u. The multibranched Euclidean plane, denoted by S i pi ě 1q, is the quotient space obtained from i copies of R 2 by identifying with their boundaries BR 2 " tpx 1 , x 2 q P R 2 | x 2 " 0u via the identity map. See Figure 1 for the multibranched Euclidean plane S 5 . Informally, a multibranched surface is a space that is modeled on multibranched Euclidean plane. Definition 1.1. A second countable Hausdorff space X is called a multibranched surface if X contains a disjoint union of simple closed curves l 1 , . . . , l n satisfying the following:
‚ For each point x P l 1 Y¨¨¨Y l n , there exist an open neighborhood U of x and a positive integer i such that U is homeomorphic to S i .
‚ For each point x P X´pl 1 Y¨¨¨Y l n q, there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that U is homeomorphic to R 2 .
We call each simple closed curve l i a branch and put B X " l 1 Y¨¨¨Y l n . For a branch l i , we define the degree of l i , which is denoted by degpl i q as the positive integer k if a point x P l i has an open neighborhood U such that U is homeomorphic to S k . We call each component e j of X´pl 1 Y¨¨¨Y l n q a sector. For each sector e j ,ē j denotes a compact surface with intē j " e j , where int denotes the interior. Let E X denote a disjoint union of all compact surfacesē j .
Object of multibranched surfaces. Multibranched surfaces naturally arise in several areas:
‚ Poly-continuous patterns -a mathematical model of microphase-separated structures made by block copolymers ( [4] ). ‚ 2-stratifolds -as spines of closed 3-manifolds ( [3] ). ‚ Trisections -as a 4-dimensional analogue of Heegaard splittings ( [2] ). (In this case, we need to generalize the "multibranched 3-dimensional Euclidean space" and define a "multibranched 3-manifold" similarly.) ‚ Links with non-meridional essential surfaces ( [1] ). In [6] , it was shown that every multibranched surface is embeddable into the 4-dimensional Euclidean space R 4 , and a necessary and sufficient condition for a multibranched surface to be embeddable into some closed orientable 3-dimensional manifold was given. In this paper, we consider multibranched surfaces embedded in a closed orientable 3-manifold. Our goal is the following problem. Problem 1.2. For a given closed orientable 3-manifold M , classify all multibranched surfaces embedded in M .
Essential multibranched surfaces.
To approach the goal, first we reduce the object into "incompressible" one as below.
Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold and X be a compact multibranched surface embedded in M . We say that an orientable sector e j is compressible if there exists a disk D embedded in M such that D X X " D X e j " BD and BD is essential in e j (i.e. there exists no disk D 1 in e j such that BD 1 " BD). We call such a disk D a compressing disk. (For a non-orientable sector e j , we take a twisted I-bundle e j˜I , and e j is said to be compressible if e j˜B I is compressible. We note that a compressing disk is not contained in e j˜I .) If a multibranched surface X is compressible, then we do the following operation which is called a compression of X along a compressing disk D (Figure 2 ).
(1) Remove intN pBD; e j q from e j , where N pA; Bq denotes the regular neighborhood of A in B. (2) Paste two copies of D along the boundary of e j´i ntN pBD; e j q. Then, we obtain another multibranched surface X 1 as a result of this compression.
Conversely, we can recover the original multibranched surface X from X 1 by a tubing of X 1 along a "dual" arc α, where α is an arc txuˆI Ă DˆI -N pDq. Since X is compact, if we do compressions as much as possible, then we obtain a multibranched surface which is not compressible. We say that a multibranched surface X is incompressible in M if it is not compressible. In this sense, an incompressible multibranched surface can be regarded as a "basis" of all multibranched Figure 2 . A compression of X along D surface embedded in M since any multibranched surface can be obtained from incompressible multibranched surfaces by tubings. According to the above, we restrict multibranched surfaces to be incompressible.
When we consider incompressible surfaces embedded in 3-manifolds, we usually suppose that a surface is boundary-incompressible and not boundary-parallel. We consider slightly more strong condition on multibranched surfaces as follows. Let X be an incompressible multibranched surface embedded in a closed orientable 3-manifold M . We say that a sector e j is excess if it is boundary-parallel in Mí ntN pX´e j q. (For a non-orientable sector e j , we take a twisted I-bundle e j˜I , and e j is said to be excess if e j˜B I is excess.) A multibranched surface X is said to be efficient if every sector is not excess. We note that inefficient multibranched surfaces can be obtained from efficient multibranched surfaces.
In this paper, we say that a multibranched surface embedded in a closed orientable 3-manifold is essential if it is incompressible and efficient. Hereafter, we consider only essential multibranched surfaces.
1.4.
Degree and wrapping number. Any multibranched surface X can be constructed from a closed 1-manifold B X " l 1 Y¨¨¨Y l m and a compact surfaces with boundary E X "ē 1 Y¨¨¨Yē n by identifying via a covering map f : BE X Ñ B X . The degree of a branch l i is defined as
For each component C of BE X , the wrapping number of C is defined as wrappCq " w if f | C is a w-fold covering. See Figure 3 . We say that a branch l i is normal if for each component C of f´1pl i q, wrappCq " 1, namely, the number of components of f´1pl i q is equal to degpl i q. We say that a branch l i is pure if f´1pl i q consists of a single component C, namely, wrappCq " degpl i q.
1.5. IX-moves and XI-moves. There are local moves on multibranched surfaces which are analogues to the edge contraction in graph theory. Suppose that there is an open annulus sector e j and put A "ē j and BA " a 1 Y a 2 . We assume that at least one boundary component of A, say a 1 , has the wrapping number 1. We say that A is normal if both boundary components of A have the wrapping number 1, and that A is quasi-normal if one boundary component of A has the wrapping number 1 and another boundary component of A has the wrapping number greater than 1. Suppose that there is an open Möbius band sector e j and put M "ē j . We say that M is normal if the boundary of M has the wrapping number 1. An IX-move alongē j is a deformation retraction ofē j onto the core circle (resp. the unnormal branch) if e j is either a normal annulus sector or a normal Möbius band sector (resp. a quasi-normal annulus sector) ( [5] ). See Figures 4, 5 and 6 for an IXmove along a normal annulus sector, a quasi-normal annulus sector and a normal Möbius band sector respectively. An XI-move is a reverse operation of an IX-move. We say that a multibranched surface X is a tribranched surface if for each branch l i of X, degpl i q " 3. As stated in [5] , the set of tribranched surfaces in a given 3-manifold M is "generic", that is, it forms an open and dense subset in the space of all multibranched surfaces in a suitable sense.
We say that a branch is non-spreadable if it is normal and tribranched, or pure, otherwise we say that it is spreadable. Note that each spreadable branch of X admits an XI-move. By applying XI-moves to X maximally, we get a multibranched surface without spreadable branches. We call such a multibranched surface a maximally spread surface. For a maximally spread surface, an IX-move followed by an XI-move is called an IH-move. Theorem 1.3 is proved by showing the next theorem.
Theorem 1.4 ([5])
. Let X and X 1 be maximally spread surfaces in N such that N is a regular neighborhood of each of X and X 1 . Then X is transformed into X 1 by a finite sequence of IH-moves and isotopies.
1.7. Our objects X . Hence, to consider Problem 1.2, we restrict multibranched surfaces to the set X of all connected compact multibranched surfaces X embedded in a closed orientable 3-manifold M satisfying the following conditions:
(1) X is maximally spread.
X has no open disk sector. (4) X has no branch of degree 1 or 2.
Under the influence of Theorem 1.4, we define an equivalence relation on X as follows. Two multibranched surfaces X and X 1 in X are equivalent, denoted by X " X 1 , if X is transformed into X 1 by a finite sequence of IH-moves. This equivalence relation is closed in X as follows. Proposition 1.5. Let X, X 1 be multibranched surfaces embedded in a closed orientable 3-manifold M . If X P X and X " X 1 , then X 1 P X .
1.8.
A partial order on multibranched surfaces. We define a binary relation ď over X as follows.
there exists an isotopy of Y in M so that Y Ă N pXq and B Y Ă N pB X q, and (2) there exists no essential annulus in N pXq´Y .
The second condition (2) says that for any annulus A properly embedded in N pXq´Y , either A is compressible in N pXq´Y or A is isotopic to a subannulus of BN pXq in N pXq´Y .
For equivalence classes rXs, rY s P X { ", we define a binary relation ĺ over X { " so that rXs ĺ rY s if X ď Y . Proposition 1.7. The relation ĺ is well-defined on X { ".
The next is a main theorem in this paper. Theorem 1.8. pX { "; ĺq is a partially ordered set.
Since the partial order is defined on the quotient set of X by ", Theorem 1.8 also provides a partial order on the set of all compact orientable 3-manifolds whose spines are multibranched surfaces belong to X . Then it is natually posed whether it can be generalized to all compact orientable 3-manifolds. Problem 1.9. Is it possible to define a partial order on the set of all compact orientable 3-manifolds which extends the partially ordered set in Theorem 1.8?
1.9.
A sufficient condition to be minimal. Recall that B X denotes the disjoint union of all branches of a multibranched surface X, and E X denotes a disjoint union of all compact surfacesē j , where e j is a sector of X.
Suppose that X is embedded in a closed orientable 3-manifold M . We say that B X is toroidal if there exists an essential torus T in the exterior EpB X q of B X in M , that is, T is incompressible in EpB X q and T is not parallel to a torus in BEpB X q. We say that E X is cylindrical if there exists an essential annulus A with A X X " A X E X " BA, that is, A is incompressible and A is parallel to neither an annulus in E X nor an annulus in BEpB X q. Theorem 1.10. For equivalence classes rXs, rY s P X { ", if rXs ĺ rY s and rXs ‰ rY s, then either B Y is toroidal or E Y is cylindrical. Theorem 1.10 provides a sufficient condition for an equivalent class rXs P X { " to be minimal with respect to the partial order of pX { "; ĺq, that is, if B X is atoroidal and E X is acylindrical, then rXs is minimal.
Preliminaries
Recall that B X denotes the disjoint union of all branches of a multibranched surface X, and E X denotes a disjoint union of all compact surfacesē j , where e j is a sector of X. Since a multibranched surface X is a union of B X and E X , we can regard N pXq as a union of N pB X q and N pE X q with N pB X q « B XˆD 2 , N pE X q « E XˆI (for a non-orientable sector, we take a twisted I-bundle), where D 2 denotes the closed disk and I " r´1, 1s, A « B means that A is homeomorphic to B. The intersection N pB X q X N pE X q consists of annuli A X , which are called the characteristic annulus system. Proposition 2.1. Let X P X . The characteristic annulus system A X is essential in N pXq, and N pXq is irreducible and boundary-irreducible.
Proof. Suppose that A X is inessential in N pXq. Then a component A in A X is compressible or boundary-parallel in N pXq. Let D be a compressing disk for A. Since the core of A is not isotopic to a meridian of N pB X q, it is not contractible in N pB X q. Hence D is contained in N pE X q. But this implies that the sector e j with D Ă N pē j q is a disk. It contradicts the condition (3) of X . Next suppose that A is boundary-parallel in N pXq. This implies that the branch l i with A Ă BN pl i q has degree 1. It also contradicts the condition (4) of X . Suppose that N pXq is reducible. Then there exists an essential 2-sphere S in N pXq. If SXA X " H, then S is contained in N pB X q or N pE X q. Since both N pB X q and N pE X q are irreducible, S bounds a 3-ball in N pXq. This is a contradiction. Otherwise, we isotope S so that S intersects A X in loops, and assume that the number of components |S X A X | is minimal among all essential 2-spheres. If there is a loop of S X A X which is inessential in A X , then by cutting and pasting S along an innermost disk in A X , we obtain another essential 2-sphere S 1 with |S 1 X A X | ă |S X A X |. This contradicts the minimality of |S X A X |. Hence, all loops of S X A X are essential in A X . Let δ be an innermost disk in S with respect to S X A X . If δ is contained in N pB X q, then we have a contradiction since Bδ is an essential, non-meridional loop in BN pB X q. If δ is contained in N pE X q, then this implies the sector is an open disk. This contradicts that X has no open disk sector, and contradicts the condition (3) of X .
Next, suppose that N pXq is boundary-reducible. Then there exists an essential disk D in N pXq. If D X A X " H, then D is contained in N pB X q or N pE X q. Since both BN pB X q´A X and BN pE X q´A X are incompressible, BD bounds a disk in BN pXq. This contradicts the condition of X . Otherwise, we isotope D so that D intersects A X in loops and arcs, and assume that |D X A X | is minimal among all essential disks in N pXq. If there is a loop or arc of D X A X which is inessential in A X , then by cutting and pasting D along an innermost disk or outermost disk in A X , we obtain another essential disk D 1 with |D 1 X A X | ă |D X A X |. This contradicts the minimality of |D X A X |. Hence, all loops and arcs of D X A X are essential in A X . Let δ be an innermost disk in D with respect to D X A X . If δ is contained in N pB X q, then we have a contradiction since Bδ is an essential, non-meridional loop in BN pB X q. If δ is contained in N pE X q, then this implies the sector is an open disk. This contradicts that X has no open disk sector. Let δ be an outermost disk in D with respect to D X A X . If δ is contained in N pB X q, then it is a meridian disk of N pB X q which intersects the characteristic annulus in a single arc. This implies that the degree of the branch is equal to 1, and contradicts the condition (4) of X . If δ is contained in N pE X q, then by cutting A X along Bδ X A X and pasting two parallel copies of δ, we obtain a compressing disk for BN pE X q´A X , or a component of N pE X q is a solid torus with δ as a meridian disk. In both cases, we have a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 1.5. It is sufficient to show that if X 1 is obtained from X by a single IH-move along a normal or quasi-normal annulus or normal Möbius band sector A, then X 1 P X .
(1) Suppose that X 1 has a spreadable branch. Then X has also a spreadable branch and this contradicts that X is maximally spread.
(2) Suppose that X 1 is compressible. Then there exists a compressing disk D for some sector e j of X 1 . If e j is not A, then D is also a compressing disk for some sector of X corresponding to e j . This contradicts that X is incompressible. Otherwise, D is a compressing disk for A. In this case, we can isotope D off A so that it is a compressing disk for another sector which shares same branch with A. Thus it is in the previous case and we have a contradiction.
Suppose that X 1 is inefficient and a sector e j of X 1 is excess. If e j is not A, then e j is also excess in X since N pX 1´e j q is isotopic to N pX´e j q. This contradicts that X is efficient. Otherwise, A is boundary-parallel in M´intN pX 1´A q. This implies that there is a solid torus region V in M´X 1 and A goes around a longitude of V exactly once. There is also a solid torus region V in M´X which corresponds to V , and each sector goes around a longitude of V exactly once. It follows that an annulus sector in BV is excess. See Figure 8 . This contradicts that X is efficient. We remark that in the latter case, A is not a quasi-normal annulus. (4) Suppose that X 1 has a branch of degree 1 or 2. Then X has also a branch of degree 1 or 2, and this is a contradiction.
The next lemma is used several times.
Lemma 2.2 ([7, Proposition 3.1]).
Let F be an orientable surface which is not the 2-sphere and I be the closed interval r0, 1s. If G is an incompressible surface embedded in FˆI with BG Ă Fˆt0u, then F is parallel to a surface in Fˆt0u.
Proof of Theorem 1.8
We first show the well-definedness.
Proof of Proposition 1.7. Suppose that rXs ĺ rY s, then X ď Y . Let X 1 P rXs and Y 1 P rY s, then X and Y is transformed into X 1 and Y 1 respectively by a finite sequence of IH-moves. We need to show that X 1 ď Y 1 . Since Y Ă N pXq, Y can be transformed into Y 1 in N pXq by a finite sequence of IH-moves. By Theorem 1.3, N pXq is isotopic to N pX 1 q in M . Hence, we have
We should check that the condition B Y Ă N pB X q can be kept during these deformations. Let X " X 1 , . . . , X n " X 1 and Y " Y 1 , . . . , Y m " Y 1 be the finite sequence of IH-moves, and pX 1 , Y 1 q, . . . , pX m`n , Y m`n q be a sequence of pairs which includes those sequences such that exactly one of the following cases holds.
Case 1: X i`1 is obtained from X i by an IH-move, and Y i`1 " Y i . Case 2: Y i`1 is obtained from Y i by an IH-move, and X i`1 " X i . We need the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that two multibranched surfaces Z and Z 1 in X are related by a single IH-move. Then Z 1 can be isotoped locally so that Z 1 Ă N pZq and
Proof. Suppose that Z 1 is obtained from Z by a single IH-move along a normal annulus sector, a quasi-normal annulus sector or a normal Möbius band sector A. It can be observed that Z 1 is a result by sliding sectors of Z along A. See Figures 9 and 10 for an IH-move along a normal annulus sector and a quasi-normal annulus sector respectively. The case of an IH-move along a normal Möbius band sector is similar.
Figure 9. IH-move along a normal annulus sector
We continue the proof of Proposition 1.7. In Case 1, by Lemma 3.1, X i can be isotoped locally so that X i Ă N pX i`1 q and B Xi Ă N pB Xi`1 q. Since Y i Ă N pX i q and B Yi Ă N pB Xi q, it follows that Y i Ă N pX i`1 q and B Yi Ă N pB Xi`1 q.
In Case 2, by Lemma 3.1, Y i`1 can be isotoped locally so that
Therefore, the first condition (1) of Definition 1.6 is satisfied. The second condition (2) of Definition 1.6 holds since the pair pN pXq, N pYis isotopic to pN pX 1 q, N pY 1 qq.
Next we prepare some lemmas to prove Theorem 1.8. The following lemma is important since it arranges ordered multibranched surfaces. Proof. Suppose that for X, Y P X , X ď Y . By Definition 1.6, Y can be isotoped in M so that the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. In the following, we isotope Y in N pXq under holding (1) and (2) so that the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied. By the incompressibility of Y and Proposition 2.1, Y can be isotoped in N pXq so that Y intersects the characteristic annulus system A X only in loops which are essential in both Y and A X . Then, Y X N pE X q and Y X N pB X q is incompressible in N pE X q and N pB X q respectively. We assume that |Y X A X | is minimal. Then, there is no component of Y X N pE X q or Y X EpB X q parallel into A X . By Lemma 3.5, each component of Y X N pE X q is parallel to E X . Therefore, the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied.
We say that Y is in a standard form if the conditions (1)- (4) Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that Y is isotoped to be in a standard form.
Consider the following diagram, where p is a covering map by Lemma 3.2 (3).
From this diagram, we have the following inequality.
For the first inequality, we have the next equality more precisely.
For the second inequality, χpE Y X N pE X" χpE X q if and only if p is injective for a sector F P E X except for an annulus or a Möbius band sectors. It follows from these observations that χpE Y q " χpE X q if and only if χpE Y X N pB X" 0, namely E Y X N pB X q consists of annuli or Möbius bands, and for any sector F P E X except for annulus or Möbius band sectors, E Y X N pF q consists of a single surface.
Finally we show that E Y X N pB X q does not have a Möbius band component. Suppose that there is a branch l P B X such that E Y X N plq contains a Möbius band. Then for each component C of f´1plq, wrappCq " 2, where f : BE X Ñ B X is a covering map. Since X P X , degplq ě 3. Hence degplq is an even integer greater than 3, and l is unnormal and not pure. This implies that l is spreadable and contradicts that X is maximally spread.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. We need to show that:
Reflexivity: For any X P X , rXs ĺ rXs. Antisymmetry: For X, Y P X , if rXs ĺ rY s and rY s ĺ rXs, then rXs " rY s. Transitivity: For X, Y, Z P X , if rXs ĺ rY s and rY s ĺ rZs, then rXs ĺ rZs.
Reflexivity: For any X P X , it holds that X Ă N pXq and B X Ă N pB X q without an isotopy of X in M . Suppose that there exists an essential annulus A in N pXq´X. Since N pXq´X is homeomorphic to a product BN pXqˆp0, 1s, by Lemma 3.5, A is parallel into BN pXq in N pXq´X. This is a contradiction.
Transitivity: Suppose that for X, Y, Z P X , rXs ĺ rY s and rY s ĺ rZs. Since Y ď Z, by Definition 1.6, there exists an isotopy of Z in M so that Z Ă N pY q and B Z Ă N pB Y q, and there exists no essential annulus in N pY q´Z. By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that Z is in a standard form for Y . Moreover, since X ď Y , there exists an isotopy of N pY q in M so that N pY q Ă N pXq and N pB Y q Ă N pB X q, and there exists no essential annulus in N pXq´N pY q. By Lemma 3.2, we may assume that Y is in a standard form for X. Hence Z Ă N pXq and B Z Ă N pB X q, thus the condition (1) of Definition 1.6 is satisfied. Next we show that there exists no essential annulus in N pXq´Z. Suppose that there exists an essential annulus A in N pXq´Z. Since there exists no essential annulus in N pXq´N pY q, A must intersect BN pY q. First we isotope A in N pXq´Z so that A X pA i1 Y A ini q " H for each A i . Next by using the product structure of N pE Y q, we isotope off A from the components of N pE Y q´E Z which meet with A i1 and A ini for all i. Then it holds that AXBN pY q " A X pBN pB Y q´A Y q. Moreover, if we take |A X pBN pB Y q´A Y q| minimal up to Antisymmetry: Suppose that for X, Y P X , rXs ĺ rY s and rY s ĺ rXs. Then X ď Y and Y ď X 1 , where X 1 P rXs. By the transitivity, X ď X 1 and
We may assume that Y is in a standard form for X, and X 1 is in a standard form for Y . In the following, we show that BN pX 1 q is parallel to BN pXq in N pXq. It follows that by Lemma 3.5, BN pY q is also parallel to BN pXq in N pXq, and hence N pY q « N pXq. Thus by Theorem 1.4, rY s " rXs.
Since X 1 is obtained from X by an IH-moves, χpX 1 q " χpXq. Hence the conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.3 are satisfied for X and X 1 . By the standard form and (1) of Lemma 3.3, X 1 X N pE X q consists of the following. For each sector F P E X , X 1 X N pF q is either:
(1) a single surface parallel to F if F is not an annulus nor a Möbius band sector. (2) annuli with a form Fˆtxu Ă FˆI if F is an annulus sector. (3) a Möbius band with a form F˜t0u Ă F˜I, or annuli with a form F˜txu Ă F˜I px ‰ 0q if F is a Möbius band sector, where˜denotes the twisted I-bundle. For each branch l P B X , a solid torus N plq can be naturally regarded as a standard fibered torus, that is, an S 1 -bundle over a disk D. Let p : N plq Ñ D be the projection. The core of N plq is a singular fiber if l is pure, otherwise it is a regular fiber. The core of each annulus of A X X BN plq, is a regular fiber. By (2) of Lemma 3.3 and (4) of Lemma 3.2, X 1 X N pB X q consists of the following. For each branch l P B X , X 1 X N plq is either:
(1) a branch l 1 P B X 1 with annuli incident to l 1 , which projects to C d (or C 1 if l 1 is a singular fiber in N plq) in the base (orbit surface) of the fibered solid torus N plq, where C d denote the cone over d points. (2) an annulus which projects to an arc in the base of N plq which is not parallel to ppA X X BN plqq. We consider the multibranched surface X˚obtained from X by replacing each sector which is not an annulus nor a Möbius band sector with C dˆS 1 . The multibranched surface X 1˚i s simultaneously obtained from X 1 . Then S " N pX˚q is a Seifert fibered 3-manifold with a base orbifold B. Let p : S Ñ B be the projection. By the above observations, X 1 consists of fibers in S and ppX 1˚q is a graph embedded in B.
Claim 3.5. Let R be the union of regions of B´N pppX 1˚each of which contains a component of BB. Then R has a product structure BBˆp0, 1s.
Proof. Suppose that R does not have a product structure BBˆp0, 1s. Then there exists an arc γ properly embedded in R with Bγ Ă BB such that γ is not parallel to an arc in BB. The fiber p´1pγq is an annulus or a Möbius band properly embedded in N pXq´X 1 . If p´1pγq is an annulus, then it is an essential annulus in N pXq´X 1 . This contradicts to the condition (2) in Definition 1.6 for X ď X 1 . If p´1pγq is a Möbius band, then we take p´1pγq˜BI Ă p´1pγq˜I and it is an essential annulus in N pXq´X 1 . This contradicts to the condition (2) in Definition 1.6 for X ď X 1 .
By Claim 3.5, BN pX 1 q is parallel to BN pXq. It follows that BN pY q is also parallel to BN pXq in N pXq and hence rY s " rXs.
Proof of Theorem 1.10
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Suppose that B Y is atoroidal. Then each branch of Y is isotopic to the core of N pl i q for some branch l i of X, and each N pl i q contains at most one branch of Y .
Suppose that E Y is acylindrical. If for a sector F P E X which is not an annulus nor a pair of pants, |E Y X N pF q| ě 2 holds, then there exists a vertical essential annulus between two components of E Y X N pF q. This is a contradiction. Hence, for a sector F P E X which is not an annulus nor a pair of pants, |E Y X N pF q| " 1.
Suppose that for a sector F P E X which is a pair of pants, |E Y X N pF q| ě 2. Let P 1 and P 2 be two pairs of pants of E Y X N pF q which are adjacent in N pF q, and A be a vertical annulus connecting between P 1 and P 2 such that each component of BA is parallel to a component of BP i . Since E Y is acylindrical, BA bounds an annulus A 1 in a sector of E Y to which A is parallel, or A is parallel to A Y relative to Y . In the former case, let γ be an arc in P 1 which connects two points in BA X P 1 and is not parallel to a subarc in BA X P 1 . Then by a product structure between P 1 and P 2 and a parallelism between A and A 1 , γ extends a compressing disk for E Y . Therefore we have the latter case. By repeating this argument for remaining two components of BP i , we have the latter cases on them. This shows that P 1 and P 2 are extends to mutually parallel pair of pants sectors of Y , and it contradicts that Y is essential.
As in the proof of Theorem 1.8, by replacing each sector which is not an annulus nor a Möbius band sector with C dˆS 1 , we obtain a multibranched surface Xf rom X. The multibranched surface Y˚is simultaneously obtained from Y . Then S " N pX˚q can be regarded as a Seifert fibered 3-manifold with a base orbifold B, and ppY˚q is a graph embedded in B, where p : S Ñ B is the projection.
By Claim 3.5, R has a product structure BBˆp0, 1s, where R is the union of regions of B´N pppY˚qq each of which contains a component of BB. However, since rXs ‰ rY s, there is a region R 1 of B´N pppY˚qq which does not contain any component of BB, namely, BclpR 1 q Ă BN pppY˚qq, where clpq denotes the closure. The boundary of p´1pclpR 1consists of annulus or Möbius band sectors A 1 , . . . , A n and branches l 1 , . . . , l m of Y . By the standard form, clpR 1 q is a neighborhood of a tree embedded in R 1 , that is a disk. If BclpR 1 q contains k branches pk ě 4q, then Figure 12 . Configuration of P 1 , P 2 , A and γ there exists an arc α properly embedded in clpR 1 q such that α is not parallel to a subarc in ppA i q or α is parallel to ppA Y q relative to ppY˚q. Hence p´1pαq is an Figure 13 . Configuration of B, R 1 , α, where k " 4 essential annulus for Y and it contradicts the supposition that E Y is acylindrical. Suppose that k ď 3. If p´1pR 1 q contains a singular fiber, then there exists an arc α properly embedded in clpR 1 q such that p´1pαq is an essential annulus for Y . Otherwise, one of sectors contained in the boundary of p´1pclpR 1is excess. This contradicts the essentiality of Y .
Example
Let the ambient closed orientable 3-manifold M be the 3-sphere. We consider four multibranched surfaces X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 P X as follows. For coprime integers p, q ě 3, B X1 is a Hopf link l 1 Y l 2 and E X1 consists of a single annulus A such that f | l1 : a 1 Ñ l 1 is p-fold and f | l2 : a 2 Ñ l 2 is q-fold, where BA " a 1 Y a 2 and f : BA Ñ l 1 Y l 2 is a covering map. Thus degpl 1 q " p and degpl 2 q " q. Next we take a regular neighborhood N pl 1 q and put l 
